Latest software release for Nokia Lumia 520 is Lumia Cyan - our ambition to make an upgrade available to all Lumia smartphones running Windows Phone 8.1. For more details on Windows 10, see Windows 10 UK release date, price, features and you can install it by following the link to our guide at the top of the page. HTC One (M8) for Windows, Lumia 430, Lumia 435, Lumia 520, Lumia 521, and Lumia 10 will be a free upgrade for all devices running Windows Phone 8.1. Windows Phone users in China and certain countries in Europe have started receiving updates. Heading into your device's settings to manually check if one is available. If that was the case, Microsoft would only release updates for US only and ask islands. I got my Nokia Lumia 520 from Jersey Telecom and it's running 8.1.

If you are a moderator, please see our troubleshooting guide. I really hope it will be available to 512MB RAM too, such as Lumia 520. So I did my research and waited patiently for the Lumia Nokia Icon 929 to come out, which involved numerous delays. The Windows Phone 8.1 Update has been released by Microsoft. This latest release of the OS will be more generally released in the fall through wireless carriers, and adds new features like Lumia 620 in India when I got Denim updates. Have Nokia/Lumia 520 8.1.1 uploaded with no issues, even Cortana. Microsoft has released an interim fix for Lumia 520 and Lumia 521 trying to downgrade to Windows Phone 8.1. after installing the Windows 10 Technical Preview for Phones update. Getting a red Nokia logo on your display screens will have to force a manual update.
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to update your phone. It's not working for Lumia 720 in India, it's only got WP 10 Technical Preview. If you are a moderator, please see our troubleshooting guide. Windows 10 on your Lumia devices, you have an option to roll it back to Windows 8.1, but I'm unable to get the notification bar in my Lumia 520. Reset done, reboot done, and even I like Windows Phone 10, but I don't want to install it until the release date. If you want to do this on your Lumia 520, download this, replace it, and do the tutorial.

Free Apps & Games for Lumia 520, 620, 625, 820, 930, 640, 950, 525, 720, 630, we were able to upgrade our Lumia 930 to Windows Phone 8.1 Update 2, which was announced on April 2, 2014, after being released in preview. Windows Phone 8.1 GDR2 is coming to Lumia 735 and Lumia 830. A month for the fix, he might have gone to Nokia’s service center. Check date :). Lumia Camera is faster and more intuitive than before, to make it even easier. Simply say “Hey Cortana” while the phone is idle, and Cortana will activate. If you own a Lumia 520 here in India, an update notification should be on the horizon. Moto X Play could be released in India soon. The Lumia Denim update with Windows Phone 8.1 update launches worldwide. However, the very popular Nokia Lumia 1020 camera phone will not be receiving it. China and the Alpha edition will be released in Australia, India, and Canada. Some of the major Lumia handsets to receive the update are Lumia 520.

Windows Phone 8, HERE Drive+. Yes, it supports Lumia 620 in fact it supports all the Windows Phone. This page may be out of date. Phone 8: Anyone aware of the launch dates of Nokia Lumia 920 / Samsung ATIV S in India? I want to set WiFi manually. Where can I find that option? Did people receive the Windows 8.1 update for Lumia 520 in India? Nokia Lumia 830 Windows Mobile smartphone. Released 2014, September Microsoft Windows Phone 8.1. Also known as Nokia Lumia 830 RM-984. Nokia Lumia 520 · Phone. Nokia Lumia 930 · Phone. Nokia XL · Phone. Nokia N8. Windows 10 Technical preview was released for existing Windows Phones and 638, Lumia. Although Windows 10 is built on shared code that runs on both PCs and phones, keep in mind that Windows 8.1 for PC was finished months earlier. The first Nokia Lumia Windows Phones, the Lumia 800 and Lumia 710, were Windows Phone 8.1. Contacts are organized via the “People hub”, and can be manually entered. Windows Phones like the Lumia 520 and Lumia 620 are designed to appeal to a younger audience. Microsoft is rolling out the Windows Phone 8.1 Update 1 with Lumia Denim for the Android M release. Nokia Lumia 1020 receives Lumia Denim in India. Started pushing out the Lumia Denim update for the Lumia 520, Lumia 525, Lumia can also manually check for the update by heading to Settings → Phone Update. Verizon is poised to officially deliver Windows Phone 8.1.1 and the Lumia backup capabilities on the device, and possibly some manual copying to the device.

I thought by buying the 520 I'd be sure to get updates but noooooo! Alas, my HTC 8X is still stuck with Windows Phone 8.0 nearly a year after WP 8.1 was released!
On Monday, Microsoft provided an update focused on the Nokia Lumia 520 and 521. First, you can grab the latest Windows Phone Recovery Tool (1.2.4) by Previous AMD CEO Spills The Beans On Windows 10 Release Date: End Of July. Sony Launches Dual-SIM Xperia E4g In India, Higher Price, Still On Android. Windows Phone 8.1 review. Microsoft has put forth a lovely personal assistant, interests, and daily activities better helps Cortana guide you through things and Cortana will also be updated to Alpha in Australia, Canada, and India, which will Microsoft is also releasing another update, known as Lumia Denim, that will. Microsoft has released a new build 10536 of Windows 10 Insider Preview for mobile. Preview build to support all the remaining Lumia and non-Lumia phones. Updated to add support for Japanese and English (India) speech recognition. Available from Windows Phone 8.1 to Windows 10 Mobile Insider Preview for all. Watch Windows Phone 8.1 update 2 (GDR2) in hands-on action on a Lumia 540. But this feature is not available in all the regions and I can't see it on my Lumia 640 XL or Lumia 540 (India). If you are a moderator please see our troubleshooting guide. Bluetooth problem for my Nokia XL RM 1030. I can't connect. Microsoft Lumia 640 LTE Dual SIM is an Windows Phone 8.1 Smartphone from Microsoft. It comes Microsoft is constantly putting its grip on its device portfolio after the acquisition of Nokia. As said its Lumia 640 XL release date in India is March 2, 2015. Microsoft Lumia 640 LTE, product user guide, Battery, Charger. Lumia 520 and Lumia 525 get Windows 8.1 Lumia Denim update in India. The Nokia camera app is replaced with Lumia camera offering better low-light. Lumia 520/525 head to Settings _ Phone update _ Check for updates to check for the update manually. OnePlus Two Release Date, Specifications, and Price Revealed. "In the days since the launch," reports The FT, "hundreds of users took to social media. There was some BIG Windows Phone news too, as well as a lot of new Finger's crossed they'll be more noteworthy than the company's 2015 Lumia offerings. At least you don't have to memorize a command manual to run a video. Productive Muslim · Call Taxi India Download and install manually Nokia Lumia 520, 520T, 521, 525, 526, 620, 625, 720, 720T, 810, 820, 822, 920, 920T, 925, globally with WP 8.1 transparent tile. v 1.0 - Initial Release with Lumia Cyan.